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Abstract— In this research article, we present an analytical so-
lution to the problem of power control in wireless media systems
with multiple transmit antennas. We formulate an optimization
problem aimed at minimizing total power consumption of wire-
less media systems subject to a given level of Quality of Service
(QoS) and an available bit rate. Our formulation takes into consid-
eration the power consumption related to source coding, channel
coding, and transmission of multiple transmit antennas relying on
the H.263 source coding standard, Rayleigh fading channels along
with the Bernoulli loss model, and space-time block codes respec-
tively.

Index Terms— Wireless Media Systems, Power Optimization,
Source Coding, Channel Coding, Multiple Antenna Transmission
Systems, Space-Time Block Codes, Bernoulli Loss Model, QoS,
Rate, Distortion.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE emergence of new wireless standards is expected to
expedite the delivery of the next generation high quality

portable multimedia systems. More frequent and longer use of
portable multimedia systems is naturally equivalent to higher
power consumption of mobile devices. This requires that the
power consumption of such devices be kept to a minimum level
in order to extend the lifetime of their limited power resources.
On the contrary, providing the desired level of quality of ser-
vice in the presence of the fading effects of multipath wireless
channels necessitates higher consumption of power in mobile
devices. The theme representing the goal of this research article
is, hence, to address the tradeoff between the power consump-
tion and the quality of service in wireless media systems.

In what follows we briefly review some of the specific liter-
ature articles in the context of transmitting multimedia content
across a wireless backbone. In an early work, Lan et al. [7]
solved an energy optimization problem subject to the quality of
service when transmitting images across the wireless backbone.
However, they did not consider the time varying characteris-
tics of the wireless channel in the analysis of channel coding
and transmission. Goel et al. [4] solved another image trans-
mission energy optimization problem subject to distortion and
rate constraints. While they appropriately considered hardware
specific impacts in their work, their analysis lacked a consid-
eration of channel coding and transmission with respect to the
time varying characteristics of the wireless channel. Havinga
[5] considered energy efficiency in channel coding techniques
for wireless systems without considering the energy of source
coding and transmission. Stuhlmuller et al. [11] derived a rate-

distortion model for an H.263 compliant coder based on sim-
ulation data. Their model could also be used for other codecs
that are based on hybrid motion compensation. Appadwedula
et al. [2] formulated an energy optimization problem subject to
statistical distortion and rate constraints for transmitting images
over wireless channels. Considering transmission, source, and
channel coding components in the formulation of the problem,
the authors deployed a gradient based method to solve the prob-
lem. Ji et al. [6] proposed a generic power optimization prob-
lem subject to distortion and rate constraints for transmitting
video across wireless backbone. The formulation of the latter
problem considered the time varying characteristics of memo-
ryless wireless channels relying on joint source channel coding
employing Unequal Error Protection (UEP) techniques. The
authors solved the problem relying on iterative gradient-based
techniques. Lu et al. [8] solved a similar power optimization
problem subject to an end-to-end distortion of [11] relying on
the H.263 source coding scheme and Reed-Solomon channel
coding standard in conjunction with the Gilbert loss model. We
point out that none of the literature articles cited above have
provided an analytical solution along with an analysis of com-
plexity to their formulated optimization problem. Considering
the real-time nature of the problem, we argue that providing an
analytical solution to a power optimization problem for wire-
less systems is attractive as it can potentially offer lower space
and time complexity solutions. In addition, none of the articles
have considered wireless systems deploying multiple transmit
antennas.

The main contribution of this paper is in the following areas.
First, the paper proposes the use of multiple antenna transmis-
sion systems with space-time block codes in addition to tra-
ditional single antenna systems. Second, the paper provides
an analytical solution to a formulation of the power optimiza-
tion problem minimizing the combined power of source cod-
ing, channel coding, and transmission while considering rate
and distortion constraints.

An outline of the paper follows. In Section II, we provide an
analysis of the underlying wireless system consisting of trans-
mitting, channel, and receiving sides. In Section III, we for-
mulate and analytically solve our power optimization problem
subject to distortion and rate constraints. In Section IV, we nu-
merically validate our analytical results. Finally, Section V in-
cludes a discussion of concluding remarks and future work.



II. WIRELESS SYSTEM ANALYSIS

We start the discussion of this section by reviewing the gen-
eral model of a communication system utilized to transmit mul-
timedia traffic across a wireless backbone. Fig. 1 includes an
illustration of such a system. We note that our model utilizes a
multiple transmit antenna system. Generally speaking, optimiz-
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Fig. 1. An illustration of the multiple antenna communication system.

ing power for transmitting and receiving multimedia content to
and from a mobile host requires addressing the power consump-
tion tradeoff among different components of the communica-
tion system. The latter is of special importance considering the
quality of service issues as well as time-varying characteristics
of the underlying wireless channel.

A. Source Encoder Analysis

In this subsection, we provide an analysis for the source
coder component of our study based on an H.263 compliant
coder. For our source coding analysis, we rely on the exper-
imental results of Stuhlmuller et al. [11]. The experimental
distortion model of [11] consists of two components

���
and���

respectively imposed by the source encoder and the video
decoder. The model relies on an INTRA update scheme forcing
a macroblock (MB) to be coded in the INTRA-mode after every���	�

macroblocks and resulting in a source encoder distortion
of �
�������������� � ����� � ������������ � � ���� (1)

where
 �"!# is the INTRA rate,

� �
is the encoding bit rate in$&%('*)

and
�
�

is the distortion in terms of the mean square error
per source sample. The measurements of [11] also suggest that
the distortion-rate parameters � , � � , and

� �
depend linearly on

the percentage of INTRA coded macro blocks


as shown by
the following equations.� � �,+ �.- �,+ � � �/� � + �0- � � + � � �/� � + �1- � � +  (2)

The model parameters �2+ , - ��+ ,
� � + , - � � + ,

� � + , and - � � +
characterize the coding of the input video sequence with the
given motion compensated H.263 encoder in baseline mode. It
is important to note that the parameters highly depend on the
spatial detail and the amount of motion in the sequence.

B. Channel Coder Analysis

Next, we focus on the analysis of the wireless fading channel
and the corresponding channel coder. We utilize the so-called

Rayleigh model with a fading factor 3 to describe our wireless
channel. We note that the output signal of such a channel 465
can be related to its input signal 487 as4 5 � 394 7 �;: (3)

where : indicates the noise signal. Further, we recall that for
a multipath slow fading Rayleigh wireless channel, the average
received signal to noise ratio is expressed as4<: �=�?>�@BA 3 A CED*F �HGEI: � (4)

where 4<: � represents the average received signal to noise
ratio of the demodulator of Fig. 1,

>
denotes the expecta-

tion operator,
A 3 A has a Rayleigh distribution, F �JG�I is the

transmission energy per symbol interval, and : � is the one-
sided spectral density of the white Gaussian noise. Relying
on Equation (9.15) of the work of Simon et al. [9] with the
choice of K +ML�N � 4<: �PORQBS C ��TU � and V L�WYX ! ��Z[�\�^]_]E]`�V L�WYX U �aZ*���b�R����Z 4<: ���dc ! , one can obtain the symbol er-
ror rate of a single transmit V receive antenna system for a slow
fading Rayleigh channel utilizing L-PSK modulation scheme ase �HG�I=� U c !U � !T<f g!Jh gji �_T C ��kml S c !*n �po/q c !r�s �ut C rr8v !w x_y !Jh g,z|{~}� ORQBSM� kml S c !*n � o q c !r�s ! o r 7 s !��J� }y !Rh g,z } @ ����O_� k�l S c !*n �HD C y r c 7 z h�!��(5)

where � � 4<: ��O�Q�S C � TU � , n � f g!Jh g �E� k TU and �E7 r ��a� }} �� �H� }H� �B�}J� � � x � w C y r c 7 z h�! { . Noting that the number of bits per symbol� is related to the number of signal points in the constellation�
as � ���B��� C � and for the proper choice of normalization

factors
>j@BA 3 A C D and : � , the result of Equation (5) for a single

receive antenna system where V �u�
and BPSK modulation

scheme where � ��� and
�	�=�

is expressed ase �HG�I=� !C�� ��� f L�W�X!Jh L�W�X�� (6)

Similarly, the result for V ��� and QPSK modulation scheme
where � �=� and

���?�
is expressed ase �JG�I �0�x � ��� x� T f L�W�XC�h L�W�X @ T C ��kml S[c ! f L�W�XC�h L�W�X D � (7)

Further, we note that a single transmit double receive antenna
(
�< ¡�

) system has a 3dB SNR advantage over a double transmit
single receive antenna (

�¢ £�
) system utilizing the space-time

block codes of [1] and [12]. Hence, the symbol error rate of
a
�¤ ¥�

system can identify the symbol error rate of such a�¦ §�
system by replacing 4<: � with

L�WYXC in the symbol error
rate of the former. For a double transmit single receive antenna
system with BPSK modulation scheme, the symbol error rate is
expressed ase �HG�I � !C�� ��� f L�W�XC�h L�W�X @¨� � !C�h L�W�X D � (8)

Similarly for a double transmit single receive antenna system,
the symbol error rate of QPSK modulation scheme is expressed
as e �HG�I �1�x �"©T � � T C �	k�l S c !«ª ���R� � Cx h L�W�X �� ORQBSM�¬� k�l S c ! ª ��� !x h L�W�X � � (9)



where
ª �@B� 4<: ����®¯�a� � 4<: ���HD !R°�C . Having specified the sym-

bol error rate based on the channel characteristics, we propose
utilizing a Reed-Solomon channel coder

� 4 �a±<��²³� that converts²
information symbols into an

±
-symbol block as the result of

appending
�a±&�?²³�

parity symbols. Assuming
� �

and
��´

re-
spectively denote source and channel coding bit rates, we note
that utilizing such a channel coding scheme introduces a chan-
nel code rate µ �·¶¸ � X8¹X8¹ h X8º . The scheme also allows for

correcting » ´ � ¼ ¸ c ¶C¾½ symbol errors. In order to calculate
the error rate of a block utilizing an

� 4 ��±<�m²³� coder, we con-
sider the single-state Bernoulli error model representing a bi-
nary symmetric channel. In the Bernoulli model, the probabil-
ity of losing more than » ´ symbols from

±
transmitted symbols

also known as the residual symbol error rate is given by¿À��±<� » ´ ��� ¸Á7 s«Â º h�!
Ã ± Ä,Å e 7 �HG�I �R��� e �JG�I�� y ¸ c 7 z (10)

where e �HG�I is the symbol error rate.

C. Video Decoder Analysis

Reference [11] also proposes that the video coder distortion
caused by transmission errors is expressed as

���Æ����m¿����ÈÇ CÉ � ¿ # c !Á Â�s � ���P »� �ËÊ³» (11)

where leakage Ê describes the efficiency of loop filtering to re-
move the error and

Ç CÉ � describes the sensitivity of the video
decoder to an increase in error rate. In addition, the residual
symbol error rate

¿
which is the probability that a block cannot

be recovered at the channel decoder is calculated from Equation
(10). The overall distortion

� Â 5 ÂaÌmÍ at the video decoder is, then,
calculated as � Â 5 ÂaÌmÍ �È�
� � �À� (12)

III. POWER OPTIMIZATION

In this section, we focus on power optimization of a mo-
bile device utilized in a wireless media system with space-time
block codes. Recalling that the overall power consumed in a
mobile device is associated with source coding, channel coding,
and transmission, we first introduce individual terms expressing
the consumed power of different components. We then proceed
with the formulation of the power optimization problem and an
analytical solution to it.

A. Power Consumption Models

The first power consumption component of the underlying
wireless system is the source encoder. Reference [8] proposes
the following average power consumption model for an H.263
coder Î �,��������d�§�ÐÏd���aÑ¯�Ò�b%��� �1Ó �m����� (13)

where
Ï �

is the weighting factor introduced to allow scaling of
the model based on the actual power consumption of a partic-
ular implementation,

Ñ³�
,
%��

, Ó � are described in terms of the
energy consumptions of different source coding components,


is again the source coder INTRA rate, and

�¡�
again indi-

cates the source coding bit rate. From a practical stand point,
the authors of [8] confirm that the power consumption models
for encoding the sequences Containership.qcif, Foreman.qcif,
MotherDaughter.qcif, News.qcif, and SilentVoice.qcif utilizing
an H.263 software encoder along with least square error fit-
ting technique to determine the parameters of Equation (13) are
quite accurate.

The second power consumption component of the underlying
wireless system is the channel coder. Reference [2] models per
bit energy consumption of a Reed-Solomon

� 4 �a±<��²³� encoder
as Î ´Ô�a� � ����´m�§�ÐÏd´ ±8���m� ´� �a� � � ��´m� (14)

where
Ïd´

is the scaling factor and � is the number of bits per
symbol.

Finally, the third power consumption component of the un-
derlying wireless system is the transmitter. The total transmis-
sion power is given byÎ Â �a������� ´ � F �HGEI��§�ÐÏ Â F �HG�I� �a��� � � ´ � (15)

where
Ï Â is the scaling factor mapping the radiated energy into

actual transmission power of a wireless device.

B. Power Optimization Problem

Having expressed all of the power consumption components
as well as the distortion terms, we now formulate our power
optimization problem subject to distortion and rate constraints
as Õ QBSÖ*× X8¹ × X8º × Ø ¹ÚÙJÛ Î Â 5 ÂaÌmÍ � Î � � Î ´ � Î Â (16)

Subject To:
� Â 5 ÂaÌdÍ � � � � � �	Ü �9� (17)� Â 5 ÂaÌmÍ � � � � ��´ Ü �`� (18)

We observe that for a single/multiple transmit antenna wire-
less system utilizing L-PSK modulation scheme, the objective
function and inequality constraints of the above optimization
problem can be expressed in terms of optimization variables


,���

,
� ´

, and F �HG�I as well as some constants. The derivation is
based on equations (13), (14), (15) along with (1), (2), (4), (5),
(10), and (11).

Next, we provide an analytical solution to the optimization
problem formulated by Equation (16), and constraint set (17)
and (18). Relying on the Lagrangian theory [3], we convert the
problem to an optimization problem without constraints. We
define the Lagrangian function of Equation (16) as��Ý + � Î � � Î ´ � Î Â �Þ ! �a� � � � � �ß�9��� � Þ C �a� � � ��´��ß����� (19)

where the parameters Þ ! and Þ C are the Lagrange multipliers in
the Lagrangian Equation (19). The unconstrained minimization
problem for à � � ������Ô��� ´ � F �JG�I � is defined asÕ QBSâá¡��Ý + � Õ QBSpá � Î � � Î ´ � Î Â �Þ ! �Ú�
� � ������� � � � Þ C �a��� � � ´ �ß� � � �

(20)



Conditions of Optimality: Constraint Qualifications

We now investigate the existence of necessary and sufficient
optimality conditions also known as constraint qualifications.
For our unconstrained minimization problemÕ QBSÖ*× X8¹ × X8º × Ø ¹aÙJÛ �jÝ + (21)

the constraint qualifications are expressed in terms of La-
grange multiplier theory revolving around conditions under
which Lagrange multiplier vectors satisfying the following con-
ditions are guaranteed to exist for a local minimum à`ã ��  ã ��� ã� ��� ã´ � F ã�HGEI � satisfyingä �jÝ + � à�ã ���Èå (22)

where

ä �jÝ + �æ@(ç Upè�éç Ö �Æç U³è�éç X8¹ ��ç U³è�éç X8º ��ç U³è�éç Ø ¹aÙJÛ ��ç U³è�éçÔê�ë ��ç U³è�éçÔê � D .
Further, Þ ã¶	ì å for

²Ë�í���m�
if associated with an active in-

equality at à ã , i.e.,î Þ ã! ì å ï ÄJð �
� � �����È� �Þ ã! �/å ïòñ »Ró e µ�ô Ä ) e (23)

and î Þ ãC ì å ï ÄJð � � � ��´��/�`�Þ ãC �/å ïòñ »Ró e µÔô Ä ) e (24)

Constraint qualifications guarantee existence of unique La-
grange multipliers for a given local minimum à`ã if the active
inequality constraint gradients of (17) and (18) are linearly in-
dependent.

Considering the fact that the objective function (16) defined
over a compact subset of õ x is continuously differentiable and
the constraint gradients of (17) and (18) are linearly indepen-
dent, finding the solution to the optimization problem is equiv-
alent to finding the solutions of the equation set (22) specifying
optimization variables


,
�¡�

,
� ´

, and F �HGEI .
It is important to observe that the formulated problem of (16)

is subject to discrete constraints applied to the source coding
variable

ò�ö!# and the channel coding variable µ ��¶¸ �X8¹X ¹ h X º . Solving the problem of (16) is hence categorized under
discrete constraint optimization problems which can be solved
with the following approach. The approach is to add extra dis-
crete constraints effectively changing the formulation of the op-
timization problem from a NonLinear Programming (NLP) to
a Mixed Integer NonLinear Programming (MINLP) in which
the variables


and
��´

can only take on discrete values. In this
approach, one selects the best solution among the set of solu-
tions to the problems obtained for different discrete values of
optimization parameters.

Taking the discrete constraints into consideration and assum-
ing
'

represents the number of parameter combinations, the
time complexity of solving the problem of (22) with the above
approach is ÷ �¨'�ø��B����ø�� where

ø
indicates the degree of (22).

The complexity determines the overall complexity of the solu-
tion considering the fact that the rest of the calculations are in
a lower time complexity order. The complexity result is quite
good compared to a recursive optimization approach such as
dynamic programming introducing a time complexity on the
order of ÷ �ù'�ø C � .

IV. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

In this section, we numerically validate our analytical results.
Before proceeding with the explanation of our numerical re-
sults, we note that we are solving our problem for both single
and double transmit antenna wireless systems. In the case of
a double transmit antenna system, we assume that two signals
are transmitted simultaneously from the two transmit antennas
at each time slot. In addition, we assume that the slow fad-
ing wireless channel characterized by a Rayleigh distribution is
quasi-static and flat implying that the path gains are constant
over a frame but vary from one frame to another.

Considering the power limitation of the mobile nodes, our
experiments cover uplink and mobile-to-mobile transmission
scenarios. We compare the results of a single transmit antenna
system with those of a double transmit antenna system. While
our experiments span over source coding parameter settings as-
sociated with the sequences Containership.qcif, Foreman.qcif,
MotherDaughter.qcif, News.qcif, and SilentVoice.qcif, we only
report the results for Containership.qcif and Foreman.qcif. In
addition, we select the scaling factors

@ Ï � ��Ïd´_��Ï Â D as
@¨����å³ú å³���E�ED

indicating a transmission system with hardware encoding. Set-
ting a block length of

±û�ü�����
symbols for the RS coder

with BPSK and QPSK modulations, we allow the source
coding variable

�
and channel coding variable

²
to as-

sume values from the discrete sets
@ �³��ýp��þ¯��ÿ³�_�Ô�¯�_���p����þ³��ý���D

and
@ ��å³��þ�å³����å³���,åp����åp��ÿ�å³�E�_å�å¯�_���_�³�E�_���Æ�E�Ôý��¯�_�����Æ�_�_þ��³��������D��@¨�	�2�¯�_�����¯�E�Ôÿ��³���2å���D

, respectively. For a given bit rate
� �

of up
to
��þ
��$P%H'*)

indicating the achievable bit rate of the 3G wireless
standard, we plot the optimal power values obtained for max-
imum acceptable distortion measures. We map the distortion
measure

� �
to
Î 4<: � measure as

Î 4<: �"� �Ôå��añ K ! � C�� ���� .
Utilizing BPSK modulation scheme, Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 plot the
optimal values of

Î Â 5 ÂaÌmÍ versus different values of
Î 4<: � for

Containership.qcif and Foreman.qcif video sequences, respec-
tively. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show similar curves utilizing QPSK
modulation scheme. The results have been obtained for normal-
ized values of

>j@|A 3 A C D and : � . The most important observation
when comparing the figures is that the optimal power of a dou-
ble antenna system is consistently lower than that of a single
antenna system. Further, the following observations are in or-
der. First, we observe that plotting the optimal values of powerÎ Â 5 ÂaÌmÍ versus the values of available bit rate

� �
for a fixed qual-

ity of service
Î 4<: � or

� �
yields similar qualitative results as

the ones shown in the figures. However, it is observed that the
impact of increasing the value of

� �
for a given

Î 4<: � on the
overall optimal power is not as significant as the impact of in-
creasing the value of

Î 4<: � for a given
� �

. In other words,
the two curves illustrated in different figures are closer to each
other. Second, comparing the results of Containership.qcif with
those of Foreman.qcif, we observe similar qualitative behaviors
with higher optimal power values in the case of the second se-
quence. The results are expected considering the higher motion
of the second sequence compared to the first. Finally, we note
that the choice of scaling factors in our reported experiments
indicates a scenario in which source and channel coders are im-
plemented in hardware. The results of software implementation
are similar and are not reported here.
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Fig. 2. BPSK plots of optimal power versus ������� for single and double
transmit antenna systems. Containership video sequence has been utilized.
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Fig. 3. BPSK plot of optimal power versus ������� for single and double
transmit antenna systems. Foreman video sequence has been utilized.
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Fig. 4. QPSK plots of optimal power versus ������� for single and double
transmit antenna systems. Containership video sequence has been utilized.
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Fig. 5. QPSK plot of optimal power versus ������� for single and double
transmit antenna systems. Foreman video sequence has been utilized.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented an analytical solution to the prob-
lem of power control in wireless media systems with multiple
transmit antennas. We provided an analysis of the underlying
wireless system consisting of transmitting, channel, and receiv-
ing sides. Relying on our analysis results, we formulated an op-
timization problem aiming at minimizing the total power con-
sumption of wireless media systems subject to a given quality of
service level and an available bit rate. Our formulation consid-
ered the power consumption related to source coding, channel
coding, and transmission of multiple transmit antennas respec-
tively relying on the H.263 source coding standard, Rayleigh
fading channels along with the Bernoulli loss model, and space-
time block codes. Finally, we evaluated the performance of our
power optimized solution for both single and double transmit
antenna systems. At the end, we would like to discuss some
of the aspects of our future work. We are currently working
on solving the same problem for wireless channels with mem-
ory relying on the Gilbert-Elliott loss model. Further, we are
working on the expansion of our results into the layered and
replicated media scenarios as a general combined framework
for distributing multimedia traffic over the wireless backbone.
We are focusing on both coding and networking aspects of the
problem. In addition, we are developing novel content process-
ing algorithms capable of providing video summaries, thereby
further reducing the power consumption of a wireless system.
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